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Water demand for hydropower production is increasing together with the consciousness of the importance of
riparian ecosystems and biodiversity. Some Cantons in Switzerland and other alpine regions in Austria and in Süd
Tiröl (Italy) started replacing the inadequate concept of Minimum Flow Requirement (MFR) with a dynamic one,
by releasing a fix percentage of the total inflow (e.g. 25 %) to the environment. Starting from a model proposed
by Perona et al. (2013) and the need of including the environment as an actual water user, we arrived to similar
qualitative results, and better quantitative performances.

In this paper we explore the space of non-proportional water repartition rules analysed by Gorla and Per-
ona (2013), and we propose new ecological indicators which are directly derived from current ecologic evaluation
practices (fish habitat modelling and hydrological alteration). We demonstrate that both MFR water redistribution
policy and also proportional repartition rules can be improved using nothing but available information. Further-
more, all water redistribution policies can be described by the model proposed by Perona et al. (2013) in terms of
the Principle of Equal Marginal Utility (PEMU) and a suitable class of nonlinear functions. This is particularly
useful to highlights implicit assumptions and choosing best-compromise solutions, providing analytical reasons
explaining why efficiency cannot be attained by classic repartition rules.
Each water repartition policy underlies an ecosystem monetization and a political choice always has to be taken.
We explicit the value of the ecosystem health underlying each policy by means of the PEMU under a few
assumptions, and discuss how the theoretic efficient redistribution law obtained by our approach is feasible and
doesn’t imply high costs or advanced management tools.

For small run-of-river power plants, this methodology answers the question “how much water should be
left to the river?” and is therefore a simple but effective step towards eco-sustainability.
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